We present an algebraic structured preconditioner for the iterative solution of large sparse linear systems. The preconditioner is based on a multifrontal variant of sparse LU factorization used with nested dissection ordering. Multifrontal factorization amounts to a partial factorization of a sequence of logically dense frontal matrices, and the preconditioner is obtained if structured factorization is used instead. This latter exploits the presence of low numerical rank in some off-diagonal blocks of the frontal matrices. An algebraic procedure is presented that allows to identify the hierarchy of the off-diagonal blocks with low numerical rank based on the sparsity of the system matrix. This procedure is motivated by a model problem analysis, yet numerical experiments show that it is successful beyond the model problem scope. Further aspects relevant for the algebraic structured preconditioner are discussed and illustrated with numerical experiments. The preconditioner is also compared with other solvers, including the corresponding direct solver.
INTRODUCTION
We consider a structured factorization preconditioner for the iterative solution of large sparse linear systems,
where A is a nonsingular n n matrix. The preconditioner is based on a sparse multifrontal LU factorization and exploits numerical rank deficiency of the given off-diagonal blocks in the factorthe so-called low-rank property. Solution methods that rely on a low-rank property are becoming increasingly popular. They mainly target applications arising from discretization of PDEs, because the low-rank property is then known to hold with numerical rank being independent of, or slowly varying with, the block size [1] [2] [3] (see also [4, 5] for the related results). The property is further exploited through a suitable data-sparse representation to reduce the operation count and the memory requirements. Wellknown representations include H-matrix and H 2 -matrix structures [6] [7] [8] , sequential and hierarchical semiseparable (HSS) representations [9] [10] [11] [12] ; a more recent block low-rank format is described in [13] . 63 factors. Second, the experiments allow to properly discuss the main features and the choice of the main parameters of the preconditioner. Eventually, they allow to assess the performance of the preconditioner and to compare it with that of other solvers, including the corresponding direct solver.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 ,we briefly introduce the multifrontal factorization based on nested dissection ordering. Section 3 is devoted to the structured preconditioner, whereas Section 4 introduces and motivates the algebraic construction of the compression tree. Further practical considerations are discussed in Section 5, hand in hand with numerical experiments. They are followed by the concluding remarks in Section 6.
Notation
For a finite set A, jAj is the number of its elements. For i 6 j , OEi; j D ¹i; i C 1; : : : ; j º stands for the ordered set of integers ranging from i to j . For any matrix C D .c ij /, sp.C / is its sparsity pattern, that is, the set of couples .i; j / corresponding to entries c ij that are considered nonzero. For any matrix D, D T is its transpose. I stands for an identity matrix, and O stands for a zero matrix (e.i., a matrix whose entries are zeros).
MULTIFRONTAL FACTORIZATION
We first describe an exact multifrontal LU factorization that relies on a nested dissection ordering; the structured preconditioner based on this factorization is introduced in the next section. The material of this section is not new and is only outlined (more details can be found in [15, 18] ).
In what follows, we also restrict ourselves to a system matrix A with a symmetric sparsity pattern; that is, .i; j / 2 sp.A/ implies .j; i/ 2 sp.A/. In practice, the matrix A may always be padded with zeros until it reaches the sparsity pattern of A C A T , which is symmetric. Nested dissection ordering is best described by means of the connectivity graph of A. This latter is an undirected graph having n nodes and such that any two nodes i; j (i ¤ j ) are connected if and only if .i; j / 2 sp.A/. The ordering is obtained by recursively partitioning the nodes of the connectivity graph of A into three disjoint subsets, two of which are not connected to each other but potentially connected to the third, called separator. The nodes of the disconnected subsets are enumerated first, those of the separator are enumerated last, and the procedure is applied recursively to each disconnected subset until it becomes small enough. The no-longer-partitioned subsets are also called separators, so that the union of all separators corresponds to the set of all nodes of the connectivity graph of A. Examples of separators resulting from two recursive partitionings are given on Figure 1 With nested dissection ordering, the unknowns corresponding to different disconnected subsets may be eliminated during the factorization independently of each other and before the unknowns corresponding to the separator. This elimination dependency is commonly described by a tree labeled in a postorder; that is, the separator produced after a partitioning step is the parent of, and has a higher label than, the separators produced when partitioning the resulting disconnected subsets; an example of nested dissection tree is presented on Figure 1 (c). The labels then define the order in which separators are eliminated. We also assume that the unknowns are ordered accordingly; that is, if k, k 0 are separator labels and k > k 0 , then unknowns corresponding to the separator k have higher indices than those of separator k 0 . Multifrontal factorization for a nested dissection ordering amounts to eliminating the unknowns corresponding to a given separator k by partially factorizing a square logically dense 2 2 frontal matrix 64 A. NAPOV AND X. S. LI Figure 1 . Two recursive steps of nested dissection partitioning for a graph corresponding (a) to a cartesian 5 5 grid (together with the induced ordering) and (b) to an irregular grid, as well as (c) the corresponding nested dissection tree; big , midsize , and small markers represent first-level, second-level, and third-level separators, respectively.
being square. We first outline the partial factorization of this matrix and then explain how this matrix is computed.
The partial factorization exploits a 2 2 block form of (2.1) in which the indices of the first block correspond to the unknowns S k in the separator k, whereas those of the second represent the indices C k of rows that need to be updated in the factor after the elimination of this separator. It amounts to the following decomposition:
are square easy-to-invert matrices and C .k/ is the Schur complement of F .k/ .
In the case of the exact factorization, the matrices L 
, which follow directly from (2.2). The use of partial factorization implies that the overall pivoting is restricted to the indices S k of the separator k; this is similar to the restricted pivoting strategy (see [20] for details).
The matrices
, and U .k/ 12 arising from the partial factorization (2.2) represent the given blocks of the sparse factors, and moreover, the sparse factors are progressively formed from these matrices. Regarding the matrix C .k/ , it is used in the computation of the frontal matrices (2.1) corresponding to the parent of the separator k in the nested dissection tree, as explained in the following paragraph. Now, the computation of a frontal matrix F .k/ is as follows (see [15] for details). If k corresponds to a leaf in the nested dissection tree (e.i., it corresponds to a no-longer-partitioned subset), the frontal matrix is given by
If k is a not a leaf and has children c 1 , c 2 , we set
where Q C k is defined as in (2.3), and
where˚is an extended add operation. Note that the matrices C .c 1 / and C .c 2 / are already available during the step k because the elimination is performed in a postorder.
It should be noted for the sake of completeness that the multifrontal factorization, whose description is tailored here for the nested dissection case, can be used as well with other fill reducing orderings. The unknowns are then still usually partitioned into subsets (or supernodes), and the elimination dependency is still described by a tree, although this latter is not necessary a binary tree. Likewise, although the approach developed in this work is presented in the case of nested dissection ordering, the resulting ideas can of course be applied to other partitionings of unknowns related by a proper elimination tree, including partitionings obtained with a fill reducing ordering.
STRUCTURED PRECONDITIONER
The structured preconditioner is obtained from the exact factorization by replacing the partial factorization (2.2) with a structured equivalent, which we now describe. We consider structured factorizations based on the HSS representation [12] . Traditionally, such factorizations are applied in two stages: first, the HSS representation of the frontal matrix F is obtained (because one frontal matrix is considered at a time, we omit the separator index k); then a so-called ULV decomposition is computed. Here, we combine both steps into a single structured partial factorization stage; this allows to rewrite the factorization in a more algebraic fashion while enhancing its data locality.
An important building block of structured partial factorization is a low-rank approximation, called compression. It amounts to approximating a given m d matrix, say M , by a product
of m r and r d matrices so as to keep the approximation rank r (r 6 min.m; d /) reasonably low. This operation usually depends on a threshold parameter " that controls the accuracy of the approximation.
Compression may be performed using a rank revealing QR decomposition [21] [22] [23] [24] , with V then having orthogonal columns. In the present work, we use the Householder QR factorization with Businger-Golub column pivoting, as implemented in dgeqp3 routine from LAPACK [25] . The routine computes one Householder reflector at a time; the factorization process is stopped when, after computing r reflectors, all the partial column norms are lower than " times the largest initial column norm. The reflectors produced by the routine implicitly define an orthogonal matrix Q D . Q V V /, from which the matrix V itself can be extracted; however, as is made clear in the following text, only the matrix Q is required for the partial factorization step.
Structured partial factorization exploits the low-rank property of a given set P of (not necessarily consecutive) rows and columns of the frontal matrix F devoid of the corresponding diagonal block F j P P ; that is, if s is the number of rows of F and P c D OE1; snP is the set of indices of F that are not in P, then the matrix that undergoes compression is
It is made clear in Section 4.1 that if P is chosen appropriately, this matrix can be accurately approximated, at least in the model problem context, by a low-rank matrix with a reasonable approximation rank. One step of structured partial factorization is then as follows. For a given set P, the compression of (3.1) is first performed and amounts to 66 A. NAPOV AND X. S. LI F j P P c F j
where V is a jPj r matrix, Q F 12 and Q F T 21 are each a r jP c j matrix and r is the approximation rank. Because V has orthogonal columns, it can further be extended to form an orthogonal matrix
in our case, Q is defined by the reflectors computed during the rank-revealing QR factorization. Eventually, the jPj r first rows of the jPj jPj matrix Q T F j P P Q are partially eliminated by determining easy-to-invert D L and D R matrices as well as D 12 , D 21 and Q F 11 such that the following factorization holds
as in the case of exact factorization (2.2), this may be performed using LU factorization with partial pivoting. Now, putting together the aforementioned operations and ordering the indices in P before those in P c , one has
this is further illustrated with Figure 2 . The original frontal matrix is therefore approximated by a product of two easy-to-invert matrices and a block diagonal matrix whose bottom right block still needs to be partially factorized. Hence, we can repeat the earlier steps again while choosing another set P of block rows. Now, to obtain an approximate partial factorization of the form (2.2) for a block 2 2 matrix F D .F ij / i;j D1;2 , the indices P of the compressed rows and columns must be chosen only from the first block F 11 ; that is, if S is the separator corresponding to F , then F 11 is a jSj jSj matrix, and one requires P OE1; jSj to hold. If this is the case, then repeating the aforementioned structured partial step for the different index sets P yields an approximate factorization of the form Figure 2 . One step of structured partial factorization: frontal matrix (a) before and (b) after the compression step, (c) after the product of rows and columns in P with Q T and Q, and (d) after a partial factorization of the diagonal block Q T F j P P Q. For simplicity, P is depicted as the set of the first jPj indices. 
with M 1 , M 2 being easy-to-invert, but not necessarily triangular matrices; these matrices are available implicitly as a product of easy-to-invert factors from (3.4) determined for different index sets P. Eventually, if no compression remains to be performed, an exact partial factorization of the bottom right 2 2 block in the central factor of (3.5) is computed, yielding
Combining this latter with (3.5) gives an approximate factorization of the same form as (2.2); the matrix Q C for a given separator k plays then the same role as C .k/ in the case of exact factorization from Section 2. Now, the approximation accuracy " of the compression step is commonly chosen to be uniformly bounded by a specific user-defined threshold parameter. Although we are not aware of any analysis that supports such a threshold strategy for the considered preconditioner, numerical experiments in Section 5 show that such a strategy works well for the problems at hands. Moreover, the analysis for similar structured factorizations in [26] also suggests that the accuracy control of individual approximations may be a proper tool for controlling the overall quality of the preconditioner.
Besides, the low-rank property of the block (3.1) only depends on the choice of P, and not on the initial ordering of unknowns. Indeed, a reordering of unknowns amounts to some reordering of rows and columns of the block (3.1); the approximation (3.2) is then still possible by applying the same row reordering to the matrix V and the same column reordering to the matrix
. Hence, if the procedure that determines the sets P is itself insensitive to the initial ordering of unknowns (as, e.g., the algebraic procedure described later in Section 4), then the resulting structured preconditioner becomes insensitive to that ordering.
Eventually, we note that an alternative structured factorization approach is described in [27] . It is similar in that it operates on a dense matrix and progressively reduces the dense part by a repetitive combination of two-sided orthogonal transformation and partial factorization steps. However, [27] considers different orthogonal transformations, and different orthogonal matrices are applied on both sides (as opposite to the application of the same matrix Q here, see (3.4)). The use of different orthogonal transformations aims at reducing the impact of approximations on the Schur complement, but it also requires some additional computation.
ALGEBRAIC CONSTRUCTION OF A COMPRESSION TREE
In this section, we present an algebraic procedure for the construction of the compression tree. This is carried out in three steps corresponding to the following three subsections.
We start with the model problem analysis based on model separators. The analysis indicates that the numerical rank of the matrix (3.1) corresponding to a given set P is related to a quantity that depends on P and on the connectivity graph of the separator. Because this requires only the knowledge of the system matrix, it is especially relevant for an algebraic solver.
Next, we introduce the compression tree and explain, based on the earlier analysis, why it is sensible to choose the sets P so that they form a compression tree.
Eventually, we show that the low-rank property can be ensured with a compression tree obtained from a recursive subdivision of the connectivity graph of the separator. Regarding the separators obtained using a graph partitioning tool and which are typically beyond the scope of the analysis, the separator graph is further enriched with length-two connections from the connectivity graph of A before it is used for the construction of the compression tree. This latter construction is used by default in our structured preconditioner. 
On the low-rank property
We now explain why matrices in (3.1) may exhibit a low-rank property and how the indices P should be chosen to ensure this property. This is carried out in a special case where the system matrix is symmetric positive definite (SPD) and has the following n b n b block form:
: : : : : :
with G being square. In particular, the two-dimensional and three-dimensional (2D and 3D) Poisson model problems discretized using respectively five-point and seven-point finite difference schemes on a cartesian grid and with nodes ordered in a lexicographical ordering fit into this framework; n b is then the number of nodes in the last coordinate direction. Note that, although the ordering of unknowns that leads to the block form (4.1) is suitable for the analysis in the following text, the presence of the low-rank property does not depend on the initial ordering, as previously stated in Section 3. Now, we further restrict ourselves to the case of the frontal matrix corresponding to the root separator, that is, the separator with the largest label in the nested dissection tree. In this particular case, the frontal matrix F is also the Schur complement of A corresponding to the separator. Moreover, F also coincides with its top left block F 11 .
Regarding the separator S itself, a natural choice corresponds to the set of indices formed by any of the n b blocks in (4.1) except the first and the last. Indeed, indices belonging to a block j (1 < j < n b ) separate the connectivity graph into two disconnected parts, one being the first j 1 blocks and the other corresponding to the last n b j ones. In the case of Poisson model problems, such choice leads to a geometric separator given by the j -th line (2D) or the j -th plane (3D) of the grid.
In this setting, the frontal matrix is given by
where
The next theorem from [3] relates the rank property of K 1 to that of G. The assumption of G 2I being SPD simply ensures that A is SPD for any number n b of blocks.
Theorem 4.1 ([3])
Let A be given by (4.1) with G being square and G 2I being SPD. Then, for any index subset P (with complementary subset P c D OE1; jSjnP) and threshold parameter ", there exists an approximation Q
where r.G; P/ is the rank of Gj P P c .
Whereas in practice neither j 1 nor n b j reaches infinity, it is reasonable to assume that69 instance, although K 1 D G may differ significantly from K 1 , the rank of any block of K 1 is equal to that of the corresponding block of G, and a rank bound similar to (4.5) trivially holds.
The following corollary provides an upper bound on the approximation rank of the submatrix F j P P c in the case where j 1; n b j both go to infinity; because the matrix F is symmetric, this is also the rank of the submatrix (3.1). This rank essentially depends on the number cnx.G; P/ of nodes in P, which are connected to the rest of the connectivity graph of G (see (4.8) for a formal definition). Note that connectivity graph of G is also the connectivity graph of A restricted to the nodes of the separator, and hence, cnx.G; P/ can be computed algebraically.
Corollary 4.1
Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold and set F 1 D G 2K 1 1 : Then, for any index subset P and threshold parameter "; there exists an approximation Q
First, note that for the rank r.G; P/ of Gj P P c , there holds r.G; P/ 6 cnx.G; P/. Then observe that (4.2) and (4.3) imply
The result then follows from the previous theorem by setting
with Q K 1 being the low-rank approximation of K 1 satisfying (4.4) and (4.5). Indeed, this matrix satisfies (4.6), while its rank is at most the sum of the ranks of each of the terms in (4.9).
Note that the aforementioned corollary also holds if cnx.G; P/ is replaced by cnx.G; P c /, where P c the complement of P with respect to the separator set. On the other hand, both cnx.G; P/ and cnx.G; P c / are bounded above by the number of connection between P and P c .
Compression tree
Let us first illustrate the results of the previous corollary with the examples from Figure 3 (a) and (b). We begin by considering the system matrix of the form (4.1) with the connectivity graph being as on Figure 3 (a); we assume that each block in (4.1) corresponds to a vertical line of nodes and the separator is chosen to be the central line.
In the following text, we also assume that the rank of (3.1) is bounded similarly to its asymptotical value in (4.7) and hence that cnx.G; P/ is a correct indicator of the rank value. This may sound debatable for the small 7 7 grid in the considered example; however, the small grid is considered here only for simplicity, and the observations mentioned later remain valid in the case of bigger rectangular grid as encountered in practice.
In this example, the subsets P 1 , P 2 , and P 4 of the separator are chosen to be connected sets, and hence, the number of nodes cnx.G; P i / in P i connected to the separator nodes outside P i is bounded by 2; it is even bounded by 1 in the case of P 1 and P 4 . Now, setting P 3 D P 1 [ P 2 in the same example, we note that again cnx.G; P 3 / 6 1, this bound being the same as for P 1 and similar to the one for P 2 . As a result, it makes sense to compress the union of some subsets if the union is also a connected set. This compression is especially useful if the rows and columns in P 1 and P 2 have already been compressed, because then the number of rows in the approximated block decreases.
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A. NAPOV AND X. S. LI Figure 3 . Geometric separator and the corresponding compression tree (a) on a cartesian 7 7 grid, (b) on a cartesian 7 7 3 grid, and (c) an irregular separator typically obtained with a graph partitioning tool; in this latter case, thick (dark blue) lines represent the separator graph whereas thin (red) lines are the length-two connections added to obtain the enriched graph. The tree structure naturally accounts for the nested character of subsets P i arising in the aforementioned example. The corresponding tree is referred to as compression tree. Each node of the tree corresponds to a given set P i .
The set P p is considered to be a parent of the sets
Moreover, if the sets P i in the tree are labeled in a postorder, the parent set is only compressed once its children have been compressed. Now, the set at the root of the compression tree commonly corresponds to the whole separator; the last compression step is then performed on the F 12 submatrix of the frontal matrix, at least if this block is not empty. An example of a possible compression tree is given on Figure 3 (a). The structured partial factorization corresponding to this tree is represented on Figure 4. 
Algebraic construction
We now consider an algebraic construction of the compression tree. To motivate this construction, let us first take a look at the example depicted in Figure 3(b) ; it represents a 3D cartesian grid with the separator corresponding to its front face. The compression tree P i , i D 1; : : : ; 7, from the same figure ensures a reasonable low-rank property if the quantities cnx.G; P i / are reasonably small. Considering first cnx.G; P 3 / and cnx.G; P 6 /, we note that they are indirectly minimized if the sets P 3 D P 1 [ P 2 and P 6 D P 4 [ P 5 -disjoint sets whose union corresponds to the whole separatorare chosen in a way that minimizes the number of connections between them. The latter problem of subdividing a given graph into two subgraphs so as to minimize the number of connections between them is a well-known problem of graph partitioning. Next, considering for example cnx.G; P 1 / and cnx.G; P 2 /, we note that these quantities are again indirectly minimized if the aforementioned minimization problem is solved reasonably well and, in addition, if the number of connections between P 1 and P 2 is made small. This latter problem is also the graph partitioning problem but for the connectivity subgraph corresponding to P 3 . The above example highlights a general approach for the construction of the compression tree. It is based on a graph G whose nodes correspond to the unknowns in the separator. The compression tree is defined similarly to the nested dissection tree: starting from the set of all nodes of the separator, the tree is obtained by partitioning the graph of the parent set P p into jchild.p/j subgraphs corresponding to the children P i , i 2 child(p). The procedure is stopped when jP p j goes below jchild(p)j times a given minimal block size jPj min . In this work, the graph partitioning problem is solved using Metis graph partitioning routines [28] .
In the case of geometric separators S from Figure 3(a) and (b) , the graph G may be chosen as a connectivity graph of G D Aj S S , in agreement with the analysis from Section 4.1. However, in more general cases, this latter graph may be composed of several disjoint subgraphs, as depicted on Figure 3 (c). Although some of these subgraphs are geometrically close, while others are not, this proximity cannot be deduced from the connectivity graph of Aj S S . To reduce the occurrence of the fragmented graphs, the construction of the compression tree is therefore based on the enriched graph Gˇ.S/, whereˇ> 0 is an integer parameter. This graph has jSj nodes and .i; j / 2 Gˇ.S/ if there is a path in the connectivity graph of A, which does contain at mostˇC1 nodes and, except for the first and last, these nodes do not belongs to S.ˇD 2 is used as a default choice in our structured preconditioner; an example of the enriched graph G 2 .S/ corresponding to this choice is given on Figure 3 (c). We note that Gˇ.S/ is related to the connectivity graph of Aˇj S S but is usually sparser than this latter; for instance, the graph on Figure 3 (c) would need an additional connection between nodes 3 and 5 (ordering from bottom to top) to match that of A 2 j S S . Eventually, we summarize the whole procedure for the construction of the compression tree for the case of the separator from Figure 3(c) ; the resulting compression tree is the same as in Figure 3 (a). The input parameter is the set S of nodes corresponding to the separator; it is represented with filled circles on the figure. First, an enriched graph G 2 .S/ is constructed. Two nodes i and j are connected in the graph if there is a node k 6 2 S such that .i; k/; .j; k/ 2 sp.A/; the graph connections are depicted on the figure with line segments of different thickness connecting the nodes of the separator. Next, the graph G 2 .S/ is used with a partitioning tool such as Metis to subdivide the separator S into (say) two subsets; possible subsets correspond to P 3 D P 1 [ P 2 and P 4 on the figure. Moreover, the children of the root node of the compression tree are set to P 3 and P 4 . Now, if the index sets P are expected to contain at least jPj min D 2 elements, we no longer subdivide P 4 (it becomes the leaf of the compression tree) but apply the partitioning tool to the subgraph of G 2 .S/ corresponding to P 3 ; possible resulting subsets are P 1 and P 2 , which become the children of P 3 in the compression tree. Because these subsets can no longer be subdivided into subsets of acceptable size (that is, into subset of size at least jPj min D 2), they become leafs, and the tree construction procedure stops.
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

General setting
In this section, we discuss several practical aspects that are relevant for the implementation of the structured multifrontal preconditioner. The discussion is accompanied with the numerical experiments, and most of them use the system matrix A corresponding to one of the following two model problems (experiments with other problems are provided starting from Section 5.7). Regarding the vector of right-hand sides, its entries are randomly generated based on normal distribution N .0; 1/.
Problem MOD2D : 2D Poisson problem
u D f with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions defined on a square domain and discretized using a five-point finite difference scheme on a cartesian .n x C 2/ .n x C 2/ grid. The condition number of the resulting system matrix is Numerical experiments are performed in double precision (unless stated otherwise) with a code written in C and executed on a single AMD MagnyCours 2.1-GHz processor (peak performance: 8:4 10 9 flop per second) with 32-GB RAM memory. The preconditioner solves the linear system (1.1) by performing several distinct stages.
Nested dissection ordering is first computed by recursively partitioning the connectivity graph of A (see Section 2). This is carried out using Scotch graph partitioner [29] , as this latter provides the nested dissection tree in addition to the ordering itself. Symbolic factorization amounts to setting up the symbolic structure of the factors and defining the compression trees. In particular, the compression tree for a given separator is obtained by recursively partitioning the separator graph enriched with some connections of lengthˇD 2 (see Section 4.3). Numerical factorization computes the factors of the structured preconditioner by applying the structured partial factorization to a sequence of dense matrices. The compression is performed using Businger-Golub rank revealing QR decomposition, which is stopped when all the partial column norms are less than " times the largest initial column norm (see Section 3). Solution uses GMRES(30) iteration [30] with the structured preconditioner and zero initial guess to solve the system (1.1); the iteration is stopped if the relative residual norm decreases below 10 6 . The reported iteration count corresponds to the number of preconditioner applications.
The code requires only the information available in the system (1.1) and is therefore purely algebraic. In what follows, it is always used with the same values of parameters, unless stated otherwise. An exception is made for the compression threshold parameter " : this latter is always chosen to be the best value in the set ¹1; 10 1 ; 10 2 ; : : : ; 10 10 º ; that is, the value that yields the preconditioner with the smallest total time. In particular, " D 10 5 is used for MOD2D, whereas " D 10 1 is specified for MOD3D. specific run, and up to 5% variation may be observed from one run to another. Now, whereas the time required by the symbolic factorization stage is negligible in 2D and 3D cases, the other time contributions are significant. In the 2D case, the ND, numerical factorization, and solution times are comparable. In the 3D case, the numerical factorization time is dominant; whereas a further reduction in " may help reduce this contribution, a significant decrease in " may also lead to a stagnation in convergence. It should be noted that other 2D and 3D test problems considered in Section 5.7 exhibit similar relative times of the four stages as those given in Table I of MOD2D and MOD3D, respectively.
Comparison with other solvers, part I
The aforementioned structure in four stages may also be used to describe the stages of the direct multifrontal solver based on a nested dissection ordering; the corresponding times are also available in Table I . The table further provides, both for the direct solver and the structured preconditioner, the number of floating point operations (flops) required to compute the factors as well as the memory needed to store them.
The results in Table I show that the improvement in the numerical factorization time from using the preconditioner as compared with that of the direct solver is much smaller than what can be concluded from the numerical factorization flop count. This is due to the fact that multifrontal solver is rich in matrix-matrix operations, and for big enough model problems, the number of flops per second comes close to the peak performance. On the other hand, the structured preconditioner spends a significant portion of time in the compression operations; these are essentially matrix-vector or vector-vector operations whose flop rate is far from the peak. Moreover, the matrix-matrix operations that are carried out by the preconditioner have lower granularity and hence lower flop intensity. This difference between the direct solver and the corresponding preconditioner is further illustrated in Figure 5 for the MOD2D and MOD3D problems of different grid size n x .
Memory requirements in Table I (reported in number of nonzeros, or nnz) deserve a particular comment. Regarding the memory needed for the factors, it decreases when going from the direct solver to the preconditioner, thanks to the use of low-rank approximations. This decrease is however less significant than the corresponding decrease in the number of flops; moreover, it is more important for MOD3D than for MOD2D problem.
Note than during the factorization stage, more memory may be required than what is needed for the factors. The memory overhead is mainly due to the temporary storage of the Schur complements C .k/ and may therefore occur in both the structured preconditioner and the direct solver. Some representative values of the overhead (compared with the memory of the corresponding factors) are reported in Table I . In particular, the memory overhead is larger for the structured factorization preconditioner than that for the direct solver; this is mainly because the storage for the dense representation and for the structured representation of the frontal matrix is simultaneously required by the preconditioner, whereas only the dense storage is needed for the direct solver. Now, this storage overhead is especially an issue for the 3D problems. It may, however, be avoided either partially, by using a compressed representation of the Schur complements ¶ or, totally, by using a left-looking variant of the factorization. Now, as mentioned in the Section 1, the structured factorization is best if used as a preconditioner. Yet, it can, in principle, also be used as a direct solver if the relative residual norm accuracy required for the solution is not high. Table II provides time and relative residual norm reported for one application of the structured factorization, as a function of the dropping tolerance ". Note that only the values of " are considered for which the factorization requires less time than the direct solver. As of the reported relative residual norm, it corresponds to a given (randomly generated) right-hand side, and therefore, its value is rather indicative.
Eventually, we compare in Table III the preconditioned GMRES(30) iteration with the one used without preconditioner. We note that for both model problems, the stand-alone iteration converges slowly because of the fact that the considered problems are ill conditioned. Tot., total; It., iteration. a means that the method has not converged in 4 hours.
Symbolic compression
One of the advantages of the structured preconditioner is its smaller memory requirement for the factors compared with that of the multifrontal factorization. Such a memory decrease is however not guaranteed in principle. Indeed, going back to the structured partial factorization as described in Section 3, an additional memory may be required both during the compression step (3.2), when a jPj 2jP c j matrix is approximated (but also replaced) by a product of a jPj r matrix V and a r 2jP c j matrix , and during the step (3.3) , when the matrix V is further extended to a jPj jPj matrix. The overall memory then decreases only if
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To avoid the memory increase, we only perform compression if the aforementioned condition is satisfied. More precisely, we compute a low-rank approximation, and if the aforementioned condition is not met, the low-rank approximation is discarded. Now, this latter case can be viewed as a symbolic compression step during which the given block is replaced by a product of identity matrix with this block; the former matrix is orthogonal and therefore plays the same role as V except that it does not have to be stored explicitly.
Minimal block size
The compression tree is obtained by recursively subdividing the nodes of the separator so that the size jPj of the resulting subsets does not go well below jPj min ; that is, more precisely, P is subdivided into K subsets (here K D 2) if jPj > jPj min K.
The choice of jPj min has an impact on the performance of the preconditioner. Small values of jPj min lead to smaller memory use. Yet, jPj min should not be chosen too small if the factorization and solution times are of importance. Indeed, small values of jPj may trigger the symbolic compression step; this means that the cost of the compression will not be compensated by the reduction in the number of rows and columns as expected during the compression step. Now, even if the symbolic compression does not occur, the gain in the number of operations for an individual compression step essentially behaves like r=jPj , with r being bounded or grow slowly with jPj. This gain should be big enough to overcome the loss in performance implied by the use of compression. Table IV gives the time and memory requirements of the structured preconditioner for a few possible values of jPj min ; it also provides the storage needed for the root separator, because this latter is among the biggest in the case of model problems. The reported results shows that jPj min D 64 -the default choice for our structured preconditioner -gives reasonable results for numerical factorization and solution times. Although it is the best choice for the 2D model problem among those in the table, the choice jPj min D 256 leads to a faster code in 3D, meaning that the optimal value of jPj min is problem dependent. Table IV . Numerical factorization and solution times, as well as memory needed to store the factor and the frontal matrix corresponding to the root separator, given as a function of minimal block size jPj min . Nm.F., numerical factorization. Sol., solution; It., iteration; nnz., number of nonzeros. The memory requirements are expressed as a percentage of the corresponding requirements of the direct solver. Table V . Times and iteration count as described in Table IV for the separator size threshold set to jPj min , 2jPj min , and 8jPj min , with jPj min D 64. Table VI . Time, iteration count, and memory usage parameters as described in Table IV for the compression trees having K D 2, 3, and 4 children. Nm.F., numerical factorization; Sol., solution; It., iteration; nnz., number of nonzeros.
Clearly, the structured partial factorization needs only to be applied if the separator size is above jPj min ; however, higher threshold values are also possible. In Table V , we report the results for the preconditioner used with the default jPj min D 64 value and the separator size threshold set to jPj min , 2jPj min and 8jPj min . Although the best overall timing (that is, Nm.F. time C Sol. time) corresponds to the choice 2jPj min -the default separator size threshold value -the other choices are equally competitive. Now, even larger threshold values are less attractive because the preconditioner properties are then even closer to those of the direct solver.
Note that a similar threshold for structured partial factorization is also used in a model problem setting [11] by employing partial factorization only above the so-called switching level in the nested dissection tree. The use of the switching level is related to the fact that in the case of model problems, bigger separators occur higher in the nested dissection tree.
Ternary compression trees
So far, we have not specified the number K of children of a given parent node in the compression tree; in other words, we have not specified how many subsets result from one step of recursive subdivision of a given set during the construction of the compression tree. The traditional HSS format allows for K D 2 children, yielding binary compression trees; this is also our default choice, because the numerical results then also correspond to the HSS format. However, the use of the ternary trees usually allows for a reduction in the computation time. This is illustrated in Table VI for the case of MOD2D and MOD3D problems. The results show that when using the ternary trees, the improvement in 2D case is not as significant as that in 3D case. The results also indicate a slight increase in memory requirements.
Algebraic construction of compression tree
We now study the effectiveness of the algebraic procedure for the construction of the compression tree described in Section 4.3. For simplicity, we only consider the binary trees, with hence K D 2 , which is the default value. For this study, we consider two alternative procedures that recursively subdivide a given separator based exclusively on the initial ordering of unknowns; hence, these alternative procedures are ordering-dependent. More precisely, starting from the set of all unknowns of the separator, the tree is obtained by recursively partitioning the parent set into two subsets, one containing the half of the unknowns with lower indices in the ordering and the other formed by the remaining half with higher indices. The tests are performed with a MOD3D problem, and two separator orderings are considered: the ordering induced by the global lexicographical ordering of unknowns in A and the random ordering. Moreover, two variants of nested dissection ordering are considered: one produced by Scotch graph partitioner (default choice) and the other corresponding the geometric plane separators (a 3D equivalent of the separators from Figure 1(a) ).
Factorization and solution times as well as iteration counts are given in Table VII . The algebraic construction of the compression tree outperforms the other two options both in time and in memory usage. Comparing the results for separators generated by Scotch and for geometric separators, we Table VII . Time, iteration count, and memory usage parameters as described in Table IV for the solution of MOD3D (n x D 100) problem. Compression tree is constructed using the algebraic procedure described in Section 4.3 (alg) as well as separator set bipartirtion based on initial ordering of unknowns (lex) and on the random reordering (rnd); separators from nested dissection are those generated by Scotch [29] note that they are similar in the case of algebraic construction, except for the iteration counts and, hence, also for the solution times; this means that the low-rank property is correctly exploited even if the separators are not geometric and hence are outside the scope of the analysis from Section 4.1. Eventually, the higher iteration counts in the geometric case are likely due to the compression performed on the smallest separators, that is, on the separators just above the separator size threshold. This can therefore be cured by increasing the value of the threshold.
Additional test problems
We now study the performance of the structured preconditioner for a broader set of test problems.
with Dirichlet boundary conditions defined on a unit square domain and discretized using an upwind five-point finite difference scheme on a cartesian .n x C 2/ .n x C 2/ grid. The number of unknowns and the avarage number of nonzero elements per row of A for the considered problems are given in Table VIII. The results of the application of the structured preconditioner are reported in Table IX , where they are also compared with those of the direct solver. As before, the right-hand sides are randomly generated based on normal N .0; 1/ distribution, whereas the preconditioner is used with the same default set of parameters, except for the compression threshold parameter " , which is chosen as the best value in the set ¹1; 10 1 ; 10 2 ; ; 10 10 º. First, note that the structured preconditioner always requires less memory for the factors than the corresponding direct solver; this is a consequence of symbolic compression. Next, in all the considered examples, it also needs less floating point operations. Favorable flop count usually leads to a faster numerical factorization stage, but due to the lower operation intensity of the compression step, this is not always the case, as illustrated by the results of TDR problem in Table IX. On the other hand, going back to Table I , one may check that the ratio of numerical factorization and solution times per iteration is more important for 3D than that for 2D problems. This is why in Table IX , lower values of " are preferred for 3D problems, as this allows to decrease the important factorization cost, even at the expense of increasing the iteration count.
Mixed precision
In this section, we explore the use of the single precision version of the structured factorization as a preconditioner for the double precision GMRES(30) iteration. In particular, we compare in Table X the single precision structured preconditioner ( smf str (") ) with the corresponding single precision multifrontal solver ( smf ). Except for the MOD3D and CD3D problems, the latter is also used as a preconditioner, because one solution step does not decreases the relative residual norm below the required 10 6 threshold. The results for EDG2D are not reported because the corresponding system matrix is numerically singular in single precision.
Comparing the results from Table X with those in Table IX , it is clear that single precision solvers require less time than the double precision ones. Moreover, the single precision arithmetic does not deteriorate the quality of the structured preconditioner, yielding the same iteration counts as in double precision. In particular, it can be checked that virtually the same rank structure is obtained in single and double precisions; therefore, the results for the number of nonzeros and operation counts needed for the factors in single precision are also the same as those in double precision (which are already reported in Table IX) ; note, however, that single precision format requires two times less memory and single precision operations are faster than than those in double precision. On the other hand, although the structured preconditioner is still faster than the direct solver in single precision for almost all the considered problems, its relative speed-up is less significant.
Comparison with other solvers, part II
Here, we report the comparison of the structured factorization preconditioner with the incomplete LU factorization (ILU) preconditioner from the SuperLU package [34] . The SuperLU ILU algorithm is a threshold-based ILUTP proposed by Saad, which combines a dual dropping strategy with numerical pivoting ('T' stands for threshold, and 'P' stands for pivoting). It improved upon the original ILUTP method mainly in two ways: (1) a new dropping strategy that accommodates the use of supernodal structures in the factored matrix, and (2) an 'area-based' fill control heuristic for the secondary dropping strategy [35] . The two parameters that affect performance the most are drop tolerance ( ) and the maximum amount of fill (relative to nnz.A/) allowed in the factored matrices ( ). During factorization, the entries in the factors that are smaller than are dropped (separate metrics are used for L and U matrices). Secondly, at each panel factorization step, the amount of fill is dynamically monitored. If the present fill ratio exceeds the parameter , more smallest entries are further dropped in the current supernode to maintain the fill ratio below . Table XI shows the performance of the ILU preconditioned GMRES(30) solver for the set of test problems. In order to have a fair comparison with the structured preconditioner, in the ILU experiments, partial pivoting was replaced by diagonal threshold pivoting of threshold 10 1 , and the same nested dissection ordering (generated by Scotch) was used || . Moreover, fill ratio parameter was fixed to 20 , whereas the value of was set to nnz., number of nonzeros; Nm.F., numerical factorization; Tot., total; It., iteration. The relative residual norm of the solutions is less than 10 6 .
problems. However, for EDG2D, SPH3D, and TDR, it did not lead to satisfactory convergence. Then, we found the other setting, which led to satisfactory convergence, with the respective parameters displayed in the table.
Comparing with Table IX , we notice that although the ILU preconditioner has slight advantage in terms of the nonzeros of the factors and the flop count for some problems, its factorization time and the solution time are often worse than the corresponding times of the structured factorization preconditioner.
For problem SPH3D, we need to allow a much larger fill factor ( D 100) in order for ILU to converge, which translates into much worse memory requirement and runtime. For problem TDR, diagonal threshold pivoting results in either zero pivots or small pivots on the diagonal, leading to an unstable preconditioner. On the other hand, partial pivoting causes too many off-diagonal pivots and many more fill-ins, exhausting memory. What worked is to use MC64 [36] to pre-pivot large entries of A to the diagonal before proceeding to the usual factorization.
On simultaneous compression
Here, we give some motivation behind the simultaneous approximation of the blocks F j P P c and F j T P c P in the compression step (3.2). To make the arguments clearer, let us first introduce a possible alternative approach based on separate compression of these blocks. In the alternative approach, the step (3.2) of the structured factorization scheme is replaced by two compression steps
with the rank r being the maximum of the two compression ranks. Both V l and V r have orthogonal columns and can be completed to form the orthogonal matrices Q l D . Q V l V l / and Q r D . Q V r V r /. The remaining of the factorization follows the same lines, except that the the left multiplication always involves Q l (instead of Q), whereas the right multiplication involves Q r (instead of Q). Now, the (exact) rank of the matrix F j P P c F j T P c P is between the maximum and the sum of the (exact) ranks of F j P P c and F j T P c P . Hence, although the numerical rank may behave in a slightly different way, neither of the approaches is likely significantly cheaper than the other. In particular, the simultaneous approach is more attractive for (almost) symmetric matrices, because the simultaneous compression rank is then (almost) the same as those from individual compression steps, whereas the matrices V and Q are computed and stored only once. However, for strongly non-symmetric matrices, the alternative approach may be attractive.
Another reason for using simultaneous compression is that the resulting preconditioner does not breakdown for strongly non-symmetric convection-diffusion problems. This is illustrated in Table XII for two such problems with progressively decreasing viscosity parameter . 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented and studied an algebraic structured preconditioner, which is based on a multifrontal factorization and nested dissection ordering. Nested dissection subdivides the unknowns into separators based on the connectivity graph of A, whereas multifrontal factorization performs a partial factorization of the corresponding frontal matrices. The structured preconditioner is obtained if structured partial factorization that exploits the low-rank property of given blocks of rows and columns devoid of diagonal block is used instead. The blocks to be compressed and their compression order are represented with a compression tree. For the structured preconditioner to be algebraic, the compression tree has to be determined from the information available in the system matrix. In present work, this has been achieved by a recursive partitioning of the enriched graph corresponding to the separator and obtained from the connectivity graph of A. This approach is motivated by the analysis of model problems with model root separators, yet numerical experiments have confirmed that it works beyond the model problem context.
We have also discussed a number of practical aspects that are important for the efficiency and memory usage of the preconditioner. The effectiveness of the preconditioner has further been illustrated with numerical experiments for problems arising in various PDE applications. These experiments show, among others, that the considered preconditioner is competitive when compared with some reference direct and iterative solvers.
